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This is information only. Recommendations aren’t mandatory.
Introduction
This Special Airworthiness Information Bulletin
alerts you, owners and operators of Lycoming
Engines (Textron) and Teledyne Continental
Motors reciprocating engines, of the need to
check the maintenance records of your engine,
any engine parts, or aircraft imported into the
United States. This check is to determine if the
last engine overhaul or the last repair of any
engine part was accomplished after October 1,
1997 by Provence Aéro Maintenance
(Provence). Provence is located in France at
13728 Marignane, or Route des Cravons, 13130
Berre l’Etang.
Background
The French airworthiness authority (DGAC),
has advised us that on December 16, 1998, they
cancelled Provence Aéro Maintenance JAR 145
approval No. F-048, because of faulty engine
maintenance. This followed an in-service
engine failure due to the poor assembly of a
crankshaft counterweight bearing, which
resulted in a hole in the engine’s crankcase.
Additional investigation found more problems:
crankcase bolts and rod bolts were
nonconforming, nuts were missing, clips were
improperly installed, etc. The engine had
accumulated 192 flight hours since last
overhaul. Provence overhauled this engine on
November 18, 1998.
Following supplementary investigations, the
DGAC determined there was no guarantee of

conformity on the engines overhauled or parts
released by Provence after October 1, 1997.
The quality of the work performed was poor, the
quality of the facilities records was poor, or the
records were not made available to the DGAC.
Therefore, a list of engine models or engine
serial numbers affected is unavailable. Due to
the nature of the nonconformities, the DGAC is
requiring a full, off-wing inspection at the piece
part level.
Some additional engines could contain similar
nonconformities that affect safety. To address
this, the DGAC issued AD No. F-2005-023,
effective February 12, 2005 (canceling AD
2001-139). That AD mandates, “All engines
overhauled and parts released by Provence Aéro
Maintenance after October 1, 1997 must be
completely inspected and, if necessary, their
conformity must be restored by an approved
workshop.”
Recommendation
If French AD No. F-2005-023 affects your
engine or any part of the engine, we highly
recommend you inspect the engine completely
and comply with the French AD.
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